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Global markets have been consolidating since the middle of the second quarter
but the size of the pullback in most indexes has been modest and it is starting to
look more likely than not that the period of indecision will be resolved to the
upside. Thus far the MSCI Emerging Market index is the only benchmark we
follow to have broken out to a new 2017 high, and generally showed relative
strength during the mildly choppy sessions experienced in recent weeks. This
was even true of the very technology heavy markets such as Korea (KOSPI) and
Taiwan (TWSE) that resisted the temptation to decline sharply when the NDX
index briefly cracked in early June.

We have always felt that strength in adverse conditions is an indicator of
accumulation and as such a makes it more likely that the index or sector will
outperform during the next period of general appreciation and by breaking out
to a new all‐time high a little faster than most other global benchmarks the
MXEF index has fulfilled another of our leadership tests. Perhaps more
importantly, recent gains have been driven more by local equity markets than
currency appreciation against the USD, which suggests that local investor flows
may be starting to accelerate in a number of key markets.
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Thus although the benchmark MXEF index stands at 1,029.90, almost 25%
below its November 2007 high at 1,345, the local currency version of this
index reached a new all‐time high at 55,158 on Wednesday, just eclipsing
the 2007 high recorded at 54,865. Of course the make‐up of the index today
is very different from that of a decade ago with Technology playing a key
role in generating the current high while 2007 saw gains dominated by
energy and mining companies, with PetroChina alone reaching a peak
market cap at an astonishing $924 bln compared to $199 bln today.
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The complex has a number of other factors in its favor compared to 2007. Most
crucially we do not appear to be on the verge of a financial crisis in the
developed world. By the time the MXEF made its 2007 peak it was already
obvious to any observer worthy of the moniker that something serious was
awry, but at the current time the evidence suggests a broadening of the steady
recovery across the developed world has taken place. Although there has been
some monetary tightening in the US most of the developed world still pursues
very loose monetary policy and even allowing for some reduction of asset
purchases in late 2017 this will continue to be the case.

EM currencies are also far less over‐valued than they were a decade ago,
reducing the odds that export driven activity will be choked off and also
removing the temptation for local central banks to introduce the sort of macro‐
prudential measures that restricted investor flows in 2010 and 2011. Investor
flows have certainly been strong in recent months, but following 5 years of
divestment most portfolios are still much less exposed to the complex since the
days that the terms “super‐cycle” and “decoupling” were used to justify an all in
approach to emergingmarkets.

We would not suggest that the emerging market complex is able to generate
positive returns independently of conditions within the developed world, but at
the current time a number of emerging markets would appear to offer a better
balance of risk and reward than the US and we see no obvious reason why the
MXEF index should not be able to continue to outperform the SPX for a while
longer.

Regarding the latter, this week’s gains took the index to within 0.5% of its
recent all time high and we would expect that by the time we next publish in
two weeks (we will be traveling to visit clients next week) a new all‐time high
will have been registered. This is likely to depend on the quality of the early
portion of the earnings season which tends to be dominated by financial
companies. A breach of the 2017 high would open up the way for a test of 2,500,
where round number resistancemay prove to be significant.

To surpass this level it will almost certainly require a full participation by the
technology sector. Fortunately, the NDX index managed to hold key support
around the 5,600 level last Thursday, touching 5,579 before moving higher on

the next four sessions to close at 5,778.95 last night. The index still needs to
clear its late June high at 5,845.15 before a run at the June 9th all‐time high at
5,897 can be considered. We would expect earnings to play a key role in this
battle and it is worth noting that most of the major technology companies are
not scheduled to report before late July or early August.

The RTY index looks likely to breakout somewhat sooner, and rather like the
emerging market complex did not participate in the early June or July dip to a
meaningful degree. In the case of the RTY allocations explain its resilience, with
a small allocation to most technology sectors and a large financial weighting.
Thus the rotational forces that favored financials more than compensated for
the weakness of its technology members. This does not make its performance
less credible, and our expectation is that the 7‐month long consolidation that
followed the powerful post‐election breakout will be resolved to the upside this
summer.



S&P 500

The SPX tested support at the rising 50‐day three times since last Wednesday, even though there were nominal violations on both an intraday
and closing basis support essentially held. At the onset of yesterday’s trading session the index left the shorter term moving average behind
yesterday and closed just off its highs of the day at 2,443.25 up 17.72 points or +0.73%. The rally drove the index out of the short term corrective
downtrend that has been in place since the June 19th record closing high, which as of the close of yesterday’s trading is only 0.50% from being
surpassed. A breach of the 2017 high would open up the way for a test of 2,500, where round number resistance may prove to be significant.
Downside momentum is slowing and MACD is hooking higher after avoiding turning negative. We continue to mark first support at 2,400 and
second at 2,350.
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NASDAQ 100

The recent outperformance of the NDX is noteworthy. The index is up +2.30% vs a +0.44% gain in the SPX over the past five trading sessions
and yesterday the high tech index notched a +1.12% gain vs. a +0.73% advance in the SPX. That said, the damage that had been wrought on the
NDX was far more severe during its longer corrective phase that started two weeks before the SPX and the larger bounce does not surprise us.
Nevertheless, the NDX has been able to re‐take the ground above its 50‐day ma which is the first step to its recovery, but only if the lower high
established on June 26th is overtaken will we be able to say that the index is potentially out of the woods. MACD has turned and has crossed its
signal line and is only a good day or two from re‐entering positive territory. We nowmark first support at 5,720 and second at 5,570.
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Russell 2000

The RTY held key support both on an intraday and closing basis three times over the past five trading sessions and yesterday the small cap
index challenged the upper boundary of 7‐month trading range before pulling back into the close. The RTY has avoided a deeper correction
since early June and has had every excuse to trade lower in sympathy with its larger cap brethren but has held key support at its 50‐day ma and
has traded higher. MACD continues to track quietly sideways in positive territory as prices continue to trade laterally in the upper reaches of the
price pattern. We continue to mark first support at the flattening shorter term moving average and second at the confluence of support at the
bottom of the trading range and the 200‐dayma at 1,350.
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VXO

The VXO remains trapped in a tight range between 8 and 12 and we are running out of ways to describe its inactivity. The last few months have
seen a number of brief periods of heightened volatility in specific sectors and countries but nothing approaching a correction in the broad equity
market. With the FOMC unlikely to take significant action before September and credit market behaving well it is really only corporate earnings
that have the potential to spark a general correction. However, we expect earnings to be solid enough and so would not be surprised to see this
dull but ultimately benign period continue for a few weeks longer.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

The MXEF closed below its 50‐day ma for the first time since early January of this year but the violation was only temporary. Over the past
three trading session the index has not only retaken the ground above the shorter term moving average but it has rallied +2.72% to a new
recovery closing high at 1,029.90 leaving the short term price consolidation pattern behind. MACD has hooked higher and has avoided entering
negative territory. The measured move target of 1,050 generated by the breakout of of the six week price pattern is in the bull’s crosshairs
leaving 1,100 as the next viable round number target. We nowmark first support at 1,020 and second at 1,000.
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10 Year Treasury Note

Having moved up powerfully from 2.10% to 2.40% the 10‐year yield found resistance at this level on Friday in the aftermath of the solid BLS
Employment report. Tuesday saw a failed retest of resistance and by Wednesday’s close the yield had dropped back to 2.32% suggesting that
this leg of the move higher has probably been completed unless this week’s CPI report is strong enough to change the general perception that
inflation remains dormant. Support can be found at 2.25% where the 50 and 200‐day ma combine with a round number and we would not be
surprised to see a fairly tight range contain the yield between 2.25% and 2.40% for the time being.
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US Dollar

Despite the small bounce seen last week the DXY has continued to come under pressure, finding itself now hovering just above its recent YTD
low. With the EUR (the index’s largest component at 57.6%) looking to be on the cusp of a breakout, our bias on the DXY remains to the
downside. The likelihood of further YTD lows going forward thus remains meaningful, as the index continues to track on the path below its 50‐
day ma. We would mark first round number support at the 95 level, with second support at 94.
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Gold

Gold looks to have found support just above the $1,200 level, the metal hitting $1,204.68 on Monday morning before bouncing to close
Wednesday at $1,218.32. The metal still needs to rally another $30 to clear the 50‐day ma, which stands close to the halfway point between
support at $1,200 and resistance at $1,300. A period of range‐bound trading between these poles is probably the best that can be expected for
the time‐being, and although this is not the worst outcome it is disappointing that the metal was unable to complete the break above $1,300 at
the start of June.
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Crude Oil

Despite a decent amount of volatility seen in crude oil as of late, prices as of yesterday’s close remain more or less where they were when we
last wrote. The past week did see another test and failure of resistance at the 50‐day ma, and the commodity is likely to remain vulnerable to
further downward pressure as long as it remains below this indicator. This downside is nonetheless likely to be limited by the healthy amount of
support present around the $40 level and we would mark near‐term support for now at $44 with second support at $42.
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Copper

Last week’s pullback in copper prices eventually found its terminus at the $5,800 level and the metal has been rebuilding its gains over the past
few trading days. We expressed in last week’s panel that a bounce off this support would likely provide the basis for another retest of the
$6,000 level and the metal appears to be on track for yet another attempt at this long‐term resistance. Above this level we would mark the
$6,200 as more significant second resistance, which copper would have to contend with before prices can break out through their long‐term
range.
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The information provided herein represents the opinion of Marketfield and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, or a
guarantee of future results. This report is for informational purposes only, is not an offer to buy or sell any specific security, and is not
intended to provide specific investment advice because it does not take into account the differing needs of individual clients. This report
is based upon information that Marketfield Asset Management LLC believes to be reliable, but no representation is made by Marketfield
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